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“People often say that beauty is in the eye of the beholder; 
and I say the most liberating thing about beauty is 
realizing that you are the beholder.”   — SALMA HAYEK

In an era where beauty is defined by capitalists and filtered by the com-
mercialization of makeup products, retouching software and Facebook likes, 
Salma Hayek’s quote is not only powerful and insightful, but it makes me 
wonder if we are victims of a larger conspiracy. Are we ignoring the true 
beauty that is within us?

When you are constantly conscious of the way you look, quotes like 
“Outer beauty is just skin deep” aren’t very useful. I can empathize because 
in my country, I have been bullied for being skinny. It might be in my genes 
or my stars, but in a land where voluptuous assets are supposed to be the 
norm, I was constantly reminded growing up of how I did not look “good.” 
This bullying continued subtly even as an adult at my workplace. I grew 
accustomed to it. 

 The “fat is flattering” campaign used to make me cringe inside my shell. 
Curvy bodies were justifying themselves and I was unable to look for my 
defense. The hatred toward skinny people made me feel bad about myself. 
I stopped looking in mirrors and began binging on midnight cravings, but 
even this did not help me gain extra pounds. 

A few years later, when a European photographer asked me to model 
for his project, I was stunned. According to his country, he said, I belonged 
to the “perfect statistics.” That day made me realize that it is the perception 
of beauty that is incorrect. One country has “fairness” as a criterion; another 
country goes for the artificial tan. The key thing to remember is the concept 
of beauty is an illusion! 

One might like roses more, but that doesn’t make the lily any less 
beautiful. Nothing is less or more beautiful; each one of us is a unique 
creation. It took me a while to understand how working on inner beauty can 
enhance our outer beauty. Although I politely declined the photographer’s 
offer, I thanked him for helping me realize a crucial life lesson.

The Illusion of Perfection
Let’s dig deeper to understand why we run after the illusion of perfection. 

What is perfection? Is it something provided by Chanel, Armani, Prada, 
L’Oreal, Mac or the perfect vital statistics? Maybe the answer is yes because 
wearing one of these brands gives you confidence. When you wear something 
you love and walk into a party, you get an impression that people are appreci-
ating you, and therefore, you feel good. But what about a time you went to 
a gathering and did not feel good about yourself? 

The vital thing to remember is, whether you are feeling good or bad, you, 
and not those around you, are creating that consciousness. The energy field 
you are weaving around through your thoughts is what is reflecting back.
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3. Enjoy essential nutrients – Eat healthy, organic foods as 
much as possible. If you can, grow a vegetable garden. If this is not 
possible, make every effort to avoid chemicals and junk in your food. 
Check with your doctor and see if it makes sense for you to eat more at 
the beginning of the day and less at night.

4. Be kind for the sake of kindness – Let us not be kind 
because we want to add brownie points in the balance sheet of Karma. 
That is not how it works. Practice kindness without desiring anything 
in return. When our soul feels nourished because it was able to help in 
all its capacity, the happiness transpires throughout our veins. 
Skin and body will also thank us for that.

5. Stretch your love muscles – We all encounter bad experi-
ences in our lives. Most of us respond by creating walls around our 
heart. This closes our hearts not just to what we perceive as the ugliness 
around us, but to the beauty as well. Open your heart to the emotion of 
love. Love nature, love animals and love yourself. Do what you love. 
Create something of your own. Scribble, doodle, paint, write, dance. 
It can be as simple as collecting pinecones — I collect feathers. 

6. Learn something new – Be in the constant process of learning. It 
can be anything from guitar, gardening, yoga or surfing. Each activity 
gives us an opportunity to learn more about life and know ourselves in 
a deeper sense. Challenge your own limits and surpass them.  

7. Relax – In midst of all this, find time to relax. You need not take a 
break and go off to a peaceful island; you can simply go for a mindful 
walk. Peace is within you, you just need to embrace it. Sit in silence 
every morning for at least seven minutes. No excuses.
When your soul is nourished, your body, too, will bloom. Be beautiful 

internally, and may the splendor of your beauty radiate from your aura, 
always! z

From a young age we are told to be a “good boy” or a “good girl” so 
we will be appreciated and accepted by others. The desire to be accepted 
and appreciated keeps growing in many different ways. It becomes an 
obligation to show how happy we are, how good looking we are, how 
nicely we can dress up. 

Now, there is nothing wrong with taking care of yourself. Our soul 
has taken the armor of this body, and the body needs to be hale and 
hearty. Grooming yourself for the purpose of maintaining hygiene and 
cleanliness is essential. Exercising and eating healthy is also important for 
keeping both mind and body fit. The only thing that’s not required is be-
ing anxious and fretting over your looks, shape and size. As long as you 
are healthy, everything else is just a varied form of your silhouette.

Spiritual Grooming
We spend hours every week on beauty regimens and selecting our 

wardrobe. Let us spend an equal amount of time on grooming our spirit 
and soul. Have you seen the monks and nuns living in monasteries and 
ashrams? Their skin is glowing and radiant; you can never guess their 
ages. This is because of the lifestyle they follow and the care they take to 
keep their souls sustained. How can we incorporate that into our busy 
lives? In the way we go to gym for our health or visit a salon for our outer 
appearance, let us create a similar regimen for our soul.

1. Warm up – Bring out your pens and sticky notes and write down 
what you would like to hear. I will give you a few examples: 

 “I am beautiful — inside and out. It is going to be a beautiful day.” 
 “I am a strong person, and I love my life.” 
 Before going to bed, turn out the lights, select one of the sticky notes 

without reading it and paste it on your bathroom mirror; then go 
to sleep. Start your morning with a message from you to you. 
Continually refresh the statements. It is like making a fortune cookie 
for you by you. And it works!

2. Lift your spirits – Your inner glow comes from the positive 
thoughts you carry. Surely you have noticed acne breakouts or wrin-
kles or dull skin if you’ve gone through a rough patch in your life. 
Of course, it is difficult to have positive thoughts all the time, but you 
can try your best. And worries are always unnecessary — they are like 
praying for what you don’t want to happen. You have faced challenges 
before in your life and come out successful; you can overcome any 
current problem, too. Have faith in your abilities. Miracles happen 
when we believe they will happen.
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